
BODEGA SELECCION IN EL CAMPELLO PERFORMS 

FORMATIVE TASTING SESSIONS (in 8 or 9 first Saturdays of month although you 

do not have an idea of wines you learn) 
 

1st Saturday of the month (In January there are no tastings) 

Schedule: 18:30–21:30h. 
 

 

 STEPS TO FOLLOW TO LEARN IN A TASTING OF BODEGA SELECCIÓN  

 

Esteban de la Rosa it shows that understanding wines is easy and sets an example that 
everyone understands, especially women and men who buy perfumes. When you buy 
a perfume, the normal thing is to smell 3 different (from 4 we cannot distinguish any), 
you will always notice differences from one to another, and some of us will like more 
than others. If would be very easy to understand perfumes if it happened the same as 
with the wines, that they would tell us the composition: “one hundred percent poppy 
extract”, then the perfumes with that composition we would like. 
To learn, the best we can do is COMPARE and see which one we like the most and 
which one less. To think that the mouth only tells us if a wine is salty, bitter, sweet or 
sour; if we cover our noses or are constipated from the nose we will not taste. 
Therefore the best thing we can do is smell a lot (the aromas of the wines are not as 
intense as those of the perfumes) and between 90-180 minutes we could distinguish 
more than 40 wines easily without any problems whenever it is done well (smell much, 
drink very little or nothing and rest throw into the ice buckets, then clean with bread 
or water), testing for 20’ and resting 10’. During those 10’ of rest to comment with 
friends which one you liked more and why (if you come accompanied, better). 
 
When we prepare a wine tasting: 

*1 We put wines from different grape varieties in white, pink and red to choose which 
varieties we like more and less. 

*2 See the colour difference of young of different vintages, a young of the year his 
colour will have shades violet, a young of 1 year the violet colour is lost and its colour 
will be red alive (bright), as it goes aging will go to red more off, reaching brown tones 
and finishing in tile. 
*3 In the nose we can also know if the wine is young or older. A red wine of the year 
the aromas are red flowers and fresh red fruits, and white flowers and fresh white 
fruits (which red are red and in white are white goes with the skin melanin of the 
grape). A young wine of 1 year will no longer have aromas of flowers, will be fresh 
fruits, and as it gets older the fruits will be more mature reaching jams and ending in 
compote. So both by the nose and by the colour we can know if the wine is younger or 
older. 
*4 We also put wines from the same winery; young, crianza, reserve, great reserve and 
author’s wine to see the differences from each other.  
*5 And on the other hand we open wines of the same type of crianza, reserves and 
great reserves of different years, seeing that some vintages are stronger than others, 
which will serve us to choose the wine suitable from the dish that we go to eat, for 



example: If we make a roasted meat, it will come out very soft, cooked or in sauce, soft 
but unctuous, the same grilled meat stronger, therefore, the wine that goes with the 
grilled meat will be a wine of string flavour (not of alcoholic degree), the same as the 
wine suitable to the meat in the oven has to be soft. If we put it on the grilled meat, 
it’ll be like we’re having water. 
There are also vintages of wines that serve us for everything. I put an example that 
everyone who is commented understands: wine is living matter, we can compare it 
with football; a footballer with 16-18 years is not done but with 38-39 years if it is not 
a porter is finished. Imagine Messi, Cristiano Ronaldo, Sergio Ramos and Piqué (2 front 
and 2 fenders) with 26-27 years the four, if they had to attack the four could go up, 
and if they had to go down quickly to defend, the four could go up and down without 
problem, but if they had 38-39 Years would not have strength, and if they had 16-18 
years they would not have head to know when to raise or lower. 
 
NOTE: In the tastings we open some wines of old vintages to see their evolution and 
check the differences and defects, if any. 
 
BEING THE BEST WINERY IN SPAIN WITH MORE THAN 7,000 REFERENCES WE CAN 
AFFORD TO MAKE THESE TASTINGS WITH SO MANY WINES AND DIFFERENT 
VINTAGES. 
 

So when you need advice we can give it 
 
The tastings give us an advantage that few people can have, Example: If the tastings 
are training and we open more than 30-35 wines from which between the day of the 
tasting and the rest of the month the ones that have been sold the most are 18 or 20 
means that they are the ones that have liked most and when recommending, I will 
recommend those who have liked and better pairing with what they go to eat and 
want to spend. THE TWO QUESTIONS that few wine can do, because to make them 
you have to have so many different vintages as BODEGA SELECCION. 
 
 
 
These tastings can also serve for the sommeliers: - Think "SUMILLERES" that your 
authentic work is "SELL". Very above being tasters (that too). If we do not recommend 
the right wine we can find that the client does not take the second bottle or the 
dessert, (sometimes because of the acidity and sometimes because of the tannin). Do 
not make you buts to have different vintages to be able to recommend the right wine 
to each dish. 
So that you have no doubts, I recommend a report by Jay Miller (Taster in Spain for 
Robert Parker) that coincides a lot with me: 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
La Rioja -  Tuesday 07/06/2010  
 

“WELL BORN, EVEN BETTER” 

 

Jay Miller launches a new list of rioja in which its aging capacity is reinforced. He 
valued 410 wines, some of new vintages and others dating back to historic vintages, 
exclusive of great classics as some of the best wines he has already scored years ago. 
Several of the latter renew and even improve scores, so that the aging capacity of the 
wine-growing zone with the largest barrel park in the world is reinforced. In this tasting 
Jay Miller only tastes Rioja wines. Wines four years younger, the oldest one a Marqués 
de Murrieta white of 1925. It should be similar to the Castillo de Ygay white Gran 
Reserva Special 1986 that Robert Parker gave 100 points in 2016, a wine with 252 
months of barrel and 67 months in concrete deposit, and bottled in January 2014, 
which says: 
"I have no doubt that we are talking about a white wine for the NEXT 50 YEARS. The 
wine is simply impressive. "This last is said by Robert Parker, but also, I UNDERLINE IT. 
 


